
Spring 2011 - Humanities

Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

I taught the mechanics of italicizing through a visual, sensory, active exercise. I demonstrated that italics are used by William Faulkner to indicate stream of 
consciousness by leaning to the right and saying, "Look, I'm italics. You're in my head." Occasionally, I would invite students to join me in leaning over and nearly 
falling down. It was a hoot.

RationalTool1

I chose this quirky demonstration because 45% of the class members are active learners, 66% are sensory learners, and 75% are visual. This was one of two exercises 
I could dream up that combined all three of these learning styles.

ImproveTool1

Next year, I will have the whole class to stand and lean in unison. This way, everybody can stretch their legs, and no one will feel singled out.

DescriptionTool2

I taught the punctuation mark of ellipses through a visual, sensory, active exercise. I first renamed the ellipses as the "dot-dot-dot" (as studnents often do) and then 
as the "hop-hop-hop." I proceeded to hop-hop-hop each time I demonstrated the use of ellipses to show omissions in quoted material shared in a model for writing 
their own research papers.

RationalTool2

I chose this quirky demonstration because 45% of the class members are active learners, 66% are sensory learners, and 75% are visual. This was the second of two 
exercises I could dream up that combined all three of these learning styles.

ImproveTool2

Next year, I will have the whole class to stand and hop-hop-hop in unison. This way, everybody can stretch their legs, and I won't be the only goofball.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Students must introduce themselves to each other through the eLearn discussion board at the start of the semester. Later, we discuss voice in writing using 
prominent figures in the news and develop fictitious introductions from such people.

RationalTool1

The practical applications are that the students practice using the discussion board before a graded assignment is due and students get to know each other so that 
they can begin to build a support system for the class. The â€œbonusâ€� learning that comes 

ImproveTool1

Iâ€™d like to see these written down and perhaps include historical figures in some type of faux discussion board.

DescriptionTool2

Town Hall Meeting exercise is based on an article in The Onion. The meeting described has a lot of people from the town making many faulty arguments. The writer 
of the article also demonstrates some fallacies of argument. Students must point out which types of faulty arguments are being used by providing examples from 
the article.

RationalTool2

If students can see the mistakes, it is easier to avoid them. The article is quite funny, and they are usually laughing before theyâ€™ve even finished reading it. Plus, 
we get a reference for their own essays. I can say, â€œMaybe this is like that grass t

ImproveTool2

Group work is very important here. Students should also read this article out loud to each other. They need to hear the arguments as well as read them.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Students write obituaries for a favorite object. I encourage them to choose an item they are particularly fond of, such as an old hat or a loved car. It can be based on 
reality or entirely fictitious.

RationalTool1

Students must learn to write with feeling and voice, so they have a list of points to cover such as how the object died, who survives it, and where the funeral services 
will be held. Students at this stage tend to be concrete thinkers, so itâ€™s good to e

ImproveTool1

Have the students bring in the object or a photo of it. The more they can see their subject, the better.

DescriptionTool2

Students write their own Tall Tale.

RationalTool2

We talk about such writing tools as alliteration, rhyming schemes, and metaphors. The students try to write their fantastic tale using one of these or another idea if 
they can find one. These turn out to be great fun, as the students repeatedly ask, â€œha

ImproveTool2

Iâ€™d love to put these on a discussion board so students can read all of these wonderful tales.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Showed Christian anti-factory farming documentary at beginning of semester

RationalTool1

Overcome traditional resistance to animal ethics readings grounded in narrow reading of Genesis

ImproveTool1

NA -- worked well

DescriptionTool2

Group issue discussions

RationalTool2

Encourage participation

ImproveTool2

Might lecture more on front end to ensure all on same page (rather than assuming all have thoroughly prepared)
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

After learning the basics of each part of speech, as well as how to diagram them, students were asked, in groups or on their own, to diagram a number of sentences 
containing each new part of speech we discussed.

RationalTool1

Diagramming sentences allows visual learners to see the direct connections between the components of a sentence, while the continual discussion of the underlying 
grammar helps verbal learners.

ImproveTool1

Start testing them on their ability to diagram in order to facilitate further attention to grammar.

DescriptionTool2

After learning about different rhetorical devices, students were asked to find examples of them in Linoln's Gettysburg Address and King's "I Have A Dream" speech; 
the class then discussed their effect on the overall argument.

RationalTool2

Global learners were able to skim through the entire texts as they worked in order to absorb their general ideas while also paying attention to specific rhetorical 
strategies, and intuitive learners got to look for the relationships between the two speech

ImproveTool2

Have students practice using these same rehtorical devices on their own in order to get more hands-on practice with how they affect argument.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

After reading Macbeth, I created a flipchart of some of the most memorable quotes from the play. I also included a character list. Students volunteered to come to 
the promeathean board and try to match the quote to the speaker.

RationalTool1

Students enjoy manipulating the flipcharts. The promethean board allows them to interact with the literature in a hands on way. They "drag" the speakers name to 
the matching quote. It not only prompts beneficial discussion (review) of the play, it also re

ImproveTool1

I included imagery, but next year I would like to add sound. I would like to include audio from performances of the play. I think students would benefit from hearing 
how the quotes were meant to read.

DescriptionTool2

when reading Macbeth, students chose roles and designed/created props to identify their characters. We formed a reading circle so that all students could face one 
another and see the student reading his or her part. Students divided into groups after reading the play and chose either to create a youtube performance of an 
individual scene (modernizing the language)or create a powerpoint presentation discussing the significance of a particular scene. Students were to emphasize any 

RationalTool2

Students expressed a great deal of concern prior to reading Macbeth. Students were concerned that they would not be able to understand the content. By reading 
the play as a group, students could visiualize the characters, and it allowed for time to stop a

ImproveTool2

In the future I will need to add formal checks for understanding. I did not give any reading quizzes since we read it together. Some students did not have as clear of a 
understanding as I had hoped.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Powerpoint with video clips

RationalTool1

This will hit as many learning styles in a lecture about abstract theory as possible.

ImproveTool1

A writing assignment could be given during class in lieu of a quiz to encourage more active participation.

DescriptionTool2

Showing "Wheel of Time" in parts by Werner Herzog.

RationalTool2

Since I can't take students to Tibet, I can show them some of the customs and cultures instead of just talking about them.

ImproveTool2

Allowing students to research and perform parts of various rituals in class and tell us what they mean/symbolize.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Students researched information on communication norms throughout the world then presented cultural speeches to the class. They also designed cultural posters 
and displayed them in the lobby of the Humanities Department.

RationalTool1

Most of the students were visual learners. This project enhanced retention of the information

ImproveTool1

I would keep it the same.

DescriptionTool2

Students engaged in group problem-solving strategies in which they had to first identify the final goal (global learners) then identify specific strategies to achieve the 
goal.

RationalTool2

The activity allowed the groups to utilize their respective learning styles.

ImproveTool2

I would keep it the same.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

I provided students with a graphic organizer and table organizing hay/tener expressions/estar/ser.

RationalTool1

Students earn low scores on this critical thinking activity. I have a lot of visual learners.

ImproveTool1

Wow! of 18 students informally surveyed, 16 preferred to consult the graphic organizer as opposed to the table. IÂ´ll continue to use it since it helped them 
complete their assignment.

DescriptionTool2

I dictated a reading and had students copy it down.

RationalTool2

To move students towards a more global way of listening, instead of becoming distracted when focusing on one word at a time.

ImproveTool2

Worked well. I may design a cloze sheet as well and have students read to each other in small groups so theyÂ´re working on pronunciation too.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Provide a film which offers an overview of the life of the Buddha. This will take the place of my normal introductory lecture which covers the life of the Buddha.

RationalTool1

I want to see if the students are able to process details of the life of the Buddha moreso from a drama and visual platform than from a lecture by the instructor.

ImproveTool1

If this improvisation via video were to fail, I would have to reconsider the use of such material in the discussion of the concrete, exitential aspects of Asian religions.

DescriptionTool2

I will provide a "take-home" exercise on Confucianism.

RationalTool2

I want to discern whether or not the students learn more and are able to compare and contrast the Confucian system in a more useful manner than might be 
accomplished through a quiz or exam.

ImproveTool2

Next time, I might try to alter the academic calendar in order to provide more time for the discussion of the Confucian tradition.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Use of black Sharpee marker to blot out misspelled or misused words on student theme. Essays returned for revision looked like "censored" documents inasmuch as 
words within sentences could not be discerned. Students were required to revise the sentence replacing the missing word with its correctly spelled or used version.

RationalTool1

Visual learners can visualize the errors and the negative effects thereof even from a great distance from the paper. Close up, they must work to discern their original 
intent. This shows the students the level of difficulty readers might have in discernin

ImproveTool1

No improvement planned. It is what it is.

DescriptionTool2

Photogenic spelling. Glued pictures appear on the back of flash cards. On one side of the flash card, one of a pair of commonly misspelled words is written correctly--
i.e. "desert." On another card, "dessert" appears. The student looks at the word, pronounces it, and predicts (or knows) what the photo on the back will be--"sand 
dune" "camel" or "cactus" for "desert" "cookie" or "Jello" or "pie" for the other. If the student is judged incorrect, he or she holds the card and has a point deducted 

RationalTool2

Visual reinforcement.

ImproveTool2

Involve students in finding photos to go on the backs of the cards ("affect" and "effect" are hard to picture, but perhaps a student can discover a picture pair and 
then write a persuasive rationale regarding how those two photos illustrate the point).
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Errors in diction or syntax were color-coded (via transparent highlighters) to their level of severity. Lesser errors were highlighted in "cool" colors; egregious errors 
marked in "hot" colors (red, oranges, yellows).

RationalTool1

Success with visual learners in ENGL 1010 classes. This seemed to work well with those students and I felt it worthy of attempting with developmental students too.

ImproveTool1

I'll use black opaque ink to mark diction errors--if I'm having difficulty reading a misspelled or misused word, I'll blot it out to visually say "Back at you; the difficulty 
you're having in reading through opaque words is the same readers have when writers misspell words, etc.

DescriptionTool2

Divide students into teams of two or three. Give them a set number of index cards containing one word apiece (assuring more nouns than verbs; a few adjectives or 
adverbs some prepositions, etc. Also give them cards serving as punctuation. The team that creates the longest sentence is awarded top points, etc.

RationalTool2

Tactile learner stimulation.

ImproveTool2

The font size of material (words, punctuation) own cards was not as large as it could have been for students far from the opposing team's desk. If used again, the 
font size will be bigger.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Interaction with students in groups

RationalTool1

Exactment of increased learning through peer interaction

ImproveTool1

I shall enact this strategy again, inasmuch as exchange of lesson information and communication competency seems to enhance the pupil's performance through 
group sessions.

DescriptionTool2

Individualized tutorials

RationalTool2

With individualized tutorials I find that the student's needs are better served, whereas often he may be reticent in asking questions in a mass-class room structure.

ImproveTool2

As students enter less prepared for college work each term, this strategy is increasingly important, especially in understanding basic academic usages (i.e. note-
taking, reading comprehension, etc.)
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Powerpoint with video clips

RationalTool1

This will allow students to see and hear the material presented in different mediums.

ImproveTool1

Assign a writing assignment to go with the powerpoint and video lecture to encourage critical thinking on the material presented.

DescriptionTool2

Reading assignments posted along with interactive links

RationalTool2

Allows for participation by harder to reach students and also does well online

ImproveTool2

I could include podcasts with the unit, which I will do over the summer. I've been in contact with David White in order to do so.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

One of the course outcomes/ objectives for Composition 1010 is â€œdocumenting sources according to MLA standards through [creating] a works cited list.â€� 
While this is a very important and complicated task, it is unfortunately also very dull, and many students have difficulty paying attention to the lecture. Additionally, 
seeing multiple examples of correct works cited entries does not necessarily mean that students will create correct entries. Consequently, rather than lecture on the 

RationalTool1

Both sets of my Composition 1010 class are active learners, so they learn better by working in groups than listening to lecture. Having them work in groups to 
â€œdiscoverâ€� how to cite an article from a database helped them to learn how to do it. Additio

ImproveTool1

As is always the case, some students did not bring in their sources. I informed the students that I was counting this activity as a participation grade last week as an 
attempt to insure that students would come to class prepared. Since that strategy did not work, I ended up having those students without sources stare at the walls 
for almost an hour. I need to have back up sources on hand, so these students can at least get some practice citing sources.

DescriptionTool2

Developmental Reading presents many complications because it is a combined course (DSPR 0700 and 0800). For this reason, all lectures must be broad enough to 
help a wide variety of readers, but easy enough as to not confuse the lower level group. Additionally, many students in this class do not learn well by verbal lectures. 
In consequence, I do power point lectures and create concept maps for each chapter, which are given to each student.

RationalTool2

Because these students are visual learners, they are more likely to retain information presented on power points and concept maps. Additionally, because they are 
mostly sequential learners, the fill-in-the-blank concept maps usually follow a very strict s

ImproveTool2

Because this is a combined class, I create lectures with the 0700 book. However, I should use both books in order to create more of a challenge for 0800 students.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Show selected scenes from film version of James Joyce's "The Dead" prior to the students' reading of the print version.

RationalTool1

Because of a predominance of visual learners and significantly fewer verbal learners, this strategy was aa prereading activity intended to help visual learners bridge 
the gap between visual and verbal, when the assignment requires cognitively challenging 

ImproveTool1

I may include one more scene from the film as a part of the prereading activity--from the middle--to better help students, later, anticipate the important 
components of the ending.

DescriptionTool2

I divided the class into small groups (3 to 4 students each) and gave each group a different set of related short (one or two sentences)quotations from Albert Camus' 
story, "The Guest." The task of each group was to study and discuss the quotations and report to the class on the significance of the quotations in relation to each 
other and in relation to the larger issues of the story.

RationalTool2

Because the sequential learners significantly outnumbered the global learners, I wanted to help sequential learners move form very discreet, concrete evidence in 
the form of quotations to recognition of the larger patterns within the set of quotations und

ImproveTool2

I may assign fewer quotations to each group--to reduce the cognitive burden, especially in the earlier stages of the group work.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

BYOB? OMG Ms. SMJ...LOL.

RationalTool1

Bring your own breakfast day happens in the Humanities Lobby to discuss (after the drop date): "Why a I in college? What will college do for me?"

ImproveTool1

I will do it again, and I will do this just like I did this time. It worked, and it satisfies students need to eat and use texting abbreviations...and to think about their 
college experiences.

DescriptionTool2

FME -- Frequently Made Errors...

RationalTool2

After each batch of essays, a mass conference where I talk about the "frequently made errors" that everyone should be aware of and consider fixing...

ImproveTool2

Still working...no improvements needed.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

E.E. Cummings poems were enlarged on a photocopier so that the poem's individual words would later fit onto paper strips approximately two inches wide and one 
inch tall. After enlargement, the words were cut, then jumbled and given to students to re-create the Cummings' work, which they had (theoretically) not previously 
seen or studied. We then compared results to the original.

RationalTool1

Words are the building blocks of poetry; sequential tactile and visual activities occur during this activity to reinforce the significance of word placement, punctuation, 
etc.

ImproveTool1

The strips have a tendency to curl or to be buffeted by hand or breeze movement; perhaps I'll print on heavier bond paper or other thick stiff media.

DescriptionTool2

Visit to YouTube. Several lyric poems from the American Modernists are set to music. We accessed them via YouTube, listened, and discussed.

RationalTool2

Primarily an exercise for auditory learning styles, but on the later unit test some "visual" folks seemed to remember the poem's themes b/c of the YouTube 
performer's looks, the setting he/she chose for the performance, etc.

ImproveTool2

No improvement currently planned. This seemed to work well as structured.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Daily Oral Language is a tool that consistantly provides incorrect sentences for the purpose of student correction based on 12th grade stadards.

RationalTool1

Students in DSPW -0800 are assumed to be on 12th grade or below writing levels; in addition, these students must progress to Comp I college level writing by the 
end of this course.Therefore, I address the Tennessee State standards to ensure high quality a

ImproveTool1

I will have the incorrect sentence on the dry erase board as students enter the classroom. This way, they will be able to begin work immediately upon entering the 
classroom. we will do the corrections and standard based learning immediately after roll is taken.

DescriptionTool2

After thesis instruction and power point video, students were given a handout with six thesis statemetns. Students were given six topics in which they were to create 
thesis statements.

RationalTool2

In groups the students chose the good thesis statements from the handout, and rewrote the poor thesis statements for preciseness. For homework, the students 
created six good thesis stements based on six topics given them. The thesis stement is the driving

ImproveTool2

Next semester, I will have the students write an introductory paragraph based on the thesis statements developed; as a result, the students will have a greater 
understanding of the neccessity of a good thesis statement in creating an essay.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

We read "Macbeth" in this class. I started off with a general discussion of Shakespeare. Then, as reading Shakespeare's plays can often be intimidating, I devoted a 
portion of the opening lecture to detailing all of the events that occurred before the start of the play. Then we read the play. Then, I had students theorize about 
what might have happened to the characters left alive after the events of the play.

RationalTool1

This exercise (or, rather, series of exercises) emphasized how literature is not necessarily a static thing. This exercise, I believe, allowed for global learners to see the 
characters in the play as more "real" than they might (perhaps) otherwise.

ImproveTool1

I'll do the same next time for all plays that we read -- either by Shakespeare or by others.

DescriptionTool2

It's been theorized that humans operate from one of four basic emotional states at any given time, often in combination: Anger, happiness, sadness, and fear. I 
introduced this concept to students in the context that literature is one person's interpretation of the world around them. For various of the works we read -- 
primarily the short stories -- I asked students to be more mindfully aware of the emotional "starting point" of the characters thorugh the course of the work.

RationalTool2

This was, I beleive, an effective strategy not only for enhanced understanding and appreciation of the literature itself, but also a good strategy for Reflective 
Learners, becuase Refelective Learners prefer to think things through themselves. The descrip

ImproveTool2

Next time, I'll try this out with poetry -- while poetry (often) lacks the same sort of "obvious plot" as short fiction, I believe that the activity can easily be adapted.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Critical Commentary: students are to read a chapter from the book, summarize it, and comment on it (critically). This needs to be turned in to the dropbox before 
the lecture.

RationalTool1

If students must complete an assignment on the reading material before the lecture, the more likely it is that they will have read the material before the lecture. 
Then they will participate more.

ImproveTool1

An alarming number of students just blew off the assignment, severely damaging their grades. I must figure out why this is so in order to prevent it in the future.

DescriptionTool2

eLearn quizzes prior to lectures. I created some basic reading quizzes on eLearn and made the deadline fall before class time.

RationalTool2

If students will be quizzed on the reading material, the more likely it will be that they will read the material and be prepared for class.

ImproveTool2

This seems to have worked well. Students came to class prepared, having read, for the most part.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

We used a peer editing technique called Round Robin. The students had to pass their papers in a circle and complete the editing task that I called out.

RationalTool1

This activity incorporates sequential and auditory aspects of learning.

ImproveTool1

I think we will do a bit of this with every rough draft. Some students really responded.

DescriptionTool2

Students were assigned to a group. Then, the group was assigned an article to teach to the class.

RationalTool2

This incorporates visual, auditory, and global aspects of learning.

ImproveTool2

I tend to use this activity at some point every semester. I have found that the more specific the instructions the more successful the students are. Thus, I will work 
on more and more specific instructions.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Film analysis essay assignments

RationalTool1

Made main writing assignments in-class to avoid plagiarism

ImproveTool1

Give students more writing coaching prior to first main writing assignment

DescriptionTool2

Group discussion assignments

RationalTool2

Used to pry shy students out of their shells

ImproveTool2

Might let students familiar with one another work in groups rather than forcing them to study with strangers
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Utilization of streaming video media

RationalTool1

Streaming video from video hosting sites were utilized to facilitate discussion of non-verbal communication/body language.

ImproveTool1

Find more up-to-date media that features real persons in American culture that students are familiar with during teaching of non-verbals. If students like/know the 
persons that is featured in body language/non-verbal videos, then they will be more apt to not only participate, but actually focus on and get more out of the 
discussion of non-verbals/body language.

DescriptionTool2

Utilization of iPad 2 "Giant Clock" app during speeches

RationalTool2

The iPad 2 "Giant Clock" app provides a visual timing aid for students during speeches. While giving speeches, students can see the Ipad in the back of the room 
counting down. This forces the student to learn to give concise and yet effective speeches dur

ImproveTool2

Utilize the app in all of my Speech classes for the entire semester. This semester I used it late in the semester and with only one class. If I use it all semester with all 
my Speech classes, this would, in theory, significantly increase students' ability to give concise and effective speeches.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

With over 50% of the students in my Basic/Developmental Reading class being Sensing Learners, I had the students print a current newspaper article, a current 
movie review, and a current book review off the internet. Students had to identify 3 sentences that were facts, 3 sentences that were opinions, and 2 sentences that 
were both fact and opinion from each item.

RationalTool1

Because Sensing Learners like to learn facts and prefer courses that have apparent connections to the real world, using every day items like an movie review to 
teach students how to distinguish between facts and opinions which is necessary when reading no

ImproveTool1

For improvement I would actually give students time in the computer lab to find and print the items. Unfortunately, several students printed movie reviews that 
were only one or two sentences long and therefore could not actually do the assignment.

DescriptionTool2

While doing Chapter 8 Implied Main Ideas, I found a couple of activities online with paragraphs where students had to identify the implied main idea. I printed these 
out and then did several of the paragraphs with the class as a whole and then had students divided themselves into groups to complete the rest of the paragraphs.

RationalTool2

This activity allowed the students who were predominately Active Learners to interact with each and other and have discussions.

ImproveTool2

This activity went over very well. I do not think there is any improvement needed.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

With over 50% of the students in my Basic/Developmental Reading class being Sensing Learners, I had the students print a current newspaper article, a current 
movie review, and a current book review off the internet. Students had to identify 3 sentences that were facts, 3 sentences that were opinions, and 2 sentences that 
were both fact and opinion from each item.

RationalTool1

Because Sensing Learners like to learn facts and prefer courses that have apparent connections to the real world, using every day items like an movie review to 
teach students how to distinguish between facts and opinions which is necessary when reading no

ImproveTool1

For improvement I would actually give students time in the computer lab to find and print the items. Unfortunately, several students printed movie reviews that 
were only one or two sentences long and therefore could not actually do the assignment.

DescriptionTool2

While doing Chapter 8 Implied Main Ideas, I found a couple of activities online with paragraphs where students had to identify the implied main idea. I printed these 
out and then did several of the paragraphs with the class as a whole and then had students divided themselves into groups to complete the rest of the paragraphs.

RationalTool2

This activity allowed the students who were predominately Active Learners to interact with each and other and have discussions.

ImproveTool2

This activity went over very well. I do not think there is any need for improvment.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Macbeth analysis/comparison

RationalTool1

As a class, the students read (aloud) Macbeth and discussed the play. They then had the opportunity to view a film version of the play. They were also encouraged to 
attend the local production. At the next class meeting, students were asked to share their

ImproveTool1

This seemed highly effective in engaging the students. Many attended the play production and expressed interest in doing so again. It helped the words on the page 
and the somewhat monotonous film version "come alive" when the students saw the production in person.

DescriptionTool2

Short Story Ending Rewrite

RationalTool2

Many of the students expressed frustration with the ambiguity of the short story endings. Therefore, I allowed the students to rewrite the endings of a short story of 
their choice. They worked in pairs and they were instructed to consider how their ending

ImproveTool2

This strategy was somewhat close to creative writing so it may not be as conducive toward the more traditional writing guidelines. However, it did give the students 
the ability to use their imaginations and answer the questions of why they felt so frustrated with the ambiguous endings.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

The first activity I used in this American Literature 2 class involved audio-visual supplements for our reading assignments. When we reached Modern and 
Postmodern literature, I showed several brief video clips of authors reading from their texts and speaking about their works.

RationalTool1

This assignment worked well with the visual learners in class. Actually watching the authors present their own works helped students better understand the texts. 
For example, during their talks, the gifted presenters effectively communicated subtle messag

ImproveTool1

This strategy worked well. For future classes, I plan to find audio-visual supplements for other literary movements covered in American Lit. 2.

DescriptionTool2

For this activity, I wanted to create an assignment that supplemented lectures in which I covered key topics from our readings. Thus, I occasionally placed students 
in small groups and asked them to find answers to specific questions regarding the texts. I directed them to answer the questions and find specific textual evidence 
to support their answers. They then had to share their findings with the entire class.

RationalTool2

This assignment was directed toward active learners in class. The assigned questions encouraged students to interact with the literature, while actively 
discussing/analyzing the material with their classmates.

ImproveTool2

This was a successful strategy, but next time I need to give students more time to complete the activity.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Romanticism concepts chart

RationalTool1

The students struggled with understanding the depths of Romantic poetry. Therefore, I developed a "chart" with the primary categories for Romanticism literature. 
Working in small groups, the students completed these charts to demonstrate their knowledge o

ImproveTool1

This seemed effective in helping the students identify the basic elements of Romanticism, but it was not as "interesting" for the students. I will need to develop 
something a bit more interactive.

DescriptionTool2

Research Paper Presentation

RationalTool2

The students were assigned a research paper. The paper also had a presentation component. Students had to choose one of the works from a unit covered during 
class and compare a concept, idea, theme, or event from that work with something in contemporary s

ImproveTool2

I believe I could have limited the students' options a bit more. Some of them chose very broad topics, and this caused difficulties with their research.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

To reinforce understanding of multicultural communication and being a part of the "out group" I randomly distributed cards to each student in the class. On each 
card was written the name of a barnyard animal. I had 6 chickens, 5 cows, 4 sheep, 4 roosters, 5 pigs, and only one donkey. Students were instructed to find the 
other animals just like them by making the sound of their animal. The lonely donkey was left standing in the middle alone and not able to communicate with anyone 

RationalTool1

Since the majority of my students are active and visual, I believed this would be a great activity.

ImproveTool1

This activity is a big hit! No improvements.

DescriptionTool2

Students watched video clips from the film "My Big Fat Greek Wedding." Students were instructed to make notes about how the film illustrated the way that self 
concept influences communication. Discussion followed.

RationalTool2

Since most of my students are active and visual, I believed this would work well.

ImproveTool2

Worked like a charm. Discussion was lively and insightful.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Power Points with handouts to go along with them

RationalTool1

Handouts without Power Points are a bit dry; Power Points without handouts have students spending all their time writing down notes.

ImproveTool1

This "double" strategy worked pretty well. Perhaps I can leave blanks and questions in the handouts so that students will be more engaged with them.

DescriptionTool2

Formal Debate

RationalTool2

Enabling students to argue on both sides of an issue, regardless of their own view.

ImproveTool2

I could emphasize studying both sides of the issue more. Most students just picked one side.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Since most of my students were visual learners, I used the computer, projector, and screen, as well as the dry erase board,to illustrate teaching objectives such as 
recognizing comma splices,complex sentences, theses statements.

RationalTool1

My students respond better when viewing what is being said. I both told and showed them what I was teaching.

ImproveTool1

Have students type in answers to questions. Then they can see and discuss the typed response with instructor and class.

DescriptionTool2

I used the e-Learn Bulletin Board and e-mail. Along with a printed syllabus, students' assignments and instructions were posted on the Bulletin Board after having 
been taught in class. If a problem occurred, the student could contact me via e-mail for individual instructions.

RationalTool2

This tool is convenient and almost as good as one-on-one teaching. Students may not take notes or may forget what is said in class, but they can always go to eLearn 
and see what to do and how to do it. Handouts were also attached.

ImproveTool2

I plan to make deadlines clearer so that assignments won't be late.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Group Presentations

RationalTool1

The students in this class were pretty diverse in terms of age and level. Working in these diverse groups can help students get out of their comfort zones.

ImproveTool1

Provide more resources and guidelines for the presentations

DescriptionTool2

In-class video clips

RationalTool2

Visual learners; provide various perspectives on topics

ImproveTool2

Introduce the video clips more so that the students have a better idea of what they are watching.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

We listened to several audio recordings of poets reading their own work. We also listened to audio interviews of WWI survivors when we studied poetry from that 
time period.

RationalTool1

Several of my students favored auditory processing. Thus, the recordings add a new dimension to their experience with the poet's work.

ImproveTool1

I believe I will seek more of these audio clips. They work very well through e-learn, and they can be used in discussion and in quizzes as well.

DescriptionTool2

We watched video clips of the plays we read.

RationalTool2

For students that tend to rely on visual representation for help in processing, seeing the play and the actors engaging in the play helps them to process the action.

ImproveTool2

I think I will use these more in the context of quizzes. Comparing the video of a scene to the experience of reading it requires an advanced level of critical thinking.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Interactive online grammar tutorial

RationalTool1

Students demonstrated difficulties with certain grammar rules and functions. As a "refresher," the students went to the computer lab and completed four online 
interactive grammar tutorials based on their own observations of their common grammatical errors

ImproveTool1

Although this seemed effective in helping the students better understand what grammatical errors they made, next time I will make a list for the individual students 
to help them better identify their own errors and in what specific areas they need additional work.

DescriptionTool2

Round-the-room paper proposal critique (used with the argumentative proposal paper)

RationalTool2

In this situation, I had the students develop a brief proposal for their final paper. Each student then read his or her proposal to the class and noted the classmates' 
critiques, observations, and potential opposition to their argument. The students enjoy

ImproveTool2

In order to encourage more active participation, I think I will have the students write their questions down next time and share those questions or observations. This 
will make them take more time to consider what they say to one another and more fully develop their perspectives.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Small group role-playing

RationalTool1

Increases student involement and motivation and provides visual illustration of course concepts.

ImproveTool1

Fine tune small group activities with specific goals for each activity stated in instructions for activity.

DescriptionTool2

Outside of class written communication analyses for communication folder.

RationalTool2

Requires students to apply communication concepts in their own lives.

ImproveTool2

Again, more specific guidelines for these written assignments.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

Speech is a difficult class for a number of students for an equal number of reasons. At the beginning of the very first class, I have each student draw an index card 
from box A and one from box B. The card from box A has a question on it and the card from box B has a numberical number on it. Everyone in class has a different 
question and a number card. The class is told to begin and find the person who has the correct nuber to answer their question. There are some questions with the 

RationalTool1

The students are immediately put into a situation of mass communication. The class members begin to realize that there has to be some order to this and begin to 
develope a system to cope with 30 students looking for a correct answer. The realization that 

ImproveTool1

None!!! This has been one of the best exercises I have ever employed to initiate student to a public communication situation

DescriptionTool2

Instead of having each student introduce themself to the class, I pair the student to another student so that each can interview the other and introduce them to the 
class.

RationalTool2

The student is not standing alone telling us about him/herself but is telling us about a new fellow classmate. This process introduces the student to interviewing, 
meeting and communicating with another. Tension is reduced in most instances and friendship

ImproveTool2

I may on this exercise next time ask the student to give me an insight they may have on the person they interviewed.
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Division

Humanities

Semester

Spring 2011

DescriptionTool1

A self assessment was administered identifying short and long term goals. The responses were written by the students as a journaling exercise. The questions were 
announced orally, which prompted a discussion about listening skills.

RationalTool1

The activity addresses reflection and listening skills. I believe that we should develop a listening skills course; this class overwhelmingly agreed with this idea. The 
students recognize that they have a better chance to persist if their listening skills

ImproveTool1

I will deliver this assessment at least twice during the semester so that the students can make comparisons between the two assessments.

DescriptionTool2

This is a normal theme activity; however, the topic differs. The topic is to describe a common fruit as if it has never been encountered by the student writer before.

RationalTool2

The activity addresses visual and tactile abilities, translated into a verbal product. Student responses to this topic were positive. Instead of writing about ideas or 
problems, they discovered that an object can be perceived differently if the approach t

ImproveTool2

I will locate similar topics. I thought the student responses would be that this topic was immature or childish. The students were more engaged by this theme topic, 
indicated by large group discussion and critical thinking, than any other writing topic we approached.
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